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Main Inertia Axis Position

Intensive parameters with respect to a harmonic driving moment M

Intensive parameters with respect to a harmonic driving force F

Intensive parameters with respect to a harmonic driving pressure p
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Intensive parameters with respect to a harmonic driving voltage U

all matrix elements h (x) are determined
ij

experimental verification of a part of the closed form solution
deflection characteristics
vs.
harmonic driving voltage
Used Multilayer Actuator and Measurement Setup

Measured and Calculated Deflection Characteristics
(1st and 2nd Vibration Mode)
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Abstract
In this lecture the derivation of the dynamic constituent equations for any kind of clamped-free
piezoelectric multilayer bending actuators under different excvitation conditions formulated
generally for any point over the entire length l of the actuator is demonstrated. The constituent
equations are presented by a 4x4 dynamic admittance matrix H(x) which combines the dynamic
extensive parameters mechanical moment M at the free end of the bending actuator, force F applied
perpendicularly to the tip of the bending actuator, uniform pressure load p applied over the entire
length of the bending actuator and applied electric voltage U with the dynamic intensive parameters
angular deflection α, deflection , volume displacement V, and electric charge Q. All calculations are
based on the neutral axis position z of a multilayered cantilever. In recent publications the dynamic
characteristics of piezoelectric laminate cantilever structures only have been described for bimorphs
and triple layer piezoelectric benders without taking the aspects of the equivalent viscous damping
and the different vibration modes into account. Both aspects are indispensable for the physical
description of the resonance behaviour of piezoelectric cantilevers. For experimental investigations a
specially developed piezoelectric multilayer bending actuator consisting of high-effective
piezoceramics (layer thickness 48 µm) is used. In order to verify a part of the closed form solution
of the dynamic admittance matrix of piezoelectric multilayer bending actuators the emphasis is laid
on the experimental determination of the dynamic deflection characteristics for the first two
vibration modes over nearly the entire length of the actuator as a function of the dynamic driving
voltage U. The experimental results are compared to the analytical calculations based on the 4x4
matrix H(x).

Keywords: piezoelectric bending actuator; multilayer; dynamic admittance matrix; constituent
equations; closed form solution.
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